
White Light Healing           

What is White Light? It is a name 
used to designate the field of 
energy whose harmonics are 
reflective of the energy field of 
Wholeness which some call Home 
or Source or Isness. 

Remember a time when you felt, even for just a moment, a sense of 
happiness, creativity, love, vibrancy, etc.

Taking the time to return, with your imagination, to a time when you felt 
something akin to "wholeness", "love", "generosity", etc. is important. The major 
of our lives we have lived in doubt, survival, and scarcity. Regaining our 
connection to our "true" frequency field of wholeness and spending time in that 
field allows the harmonics of that Home current to bring our crippled vibrations 
into resonance. The field from which we emerged has the ability to restore us to 
itself. 

In this class, the intention is that you will have a clearer sense of your soul/
core/home energy. That is one of the purposes of feeling exercises. In order to 
restore our harmonics to their Divine signature, you have to understand we live 
within false stories. Knowing the original stories of our Divine Collective families 
gives the power. By understanding the past, we can be present in what is and 
transform the creations of limit, fear and sabotage.



Energy Models:
The model that I created from the information that I was 

given:

Home/ Source
All power, All Good, All Intelligence, 

Everywhere present



Earth's purpose was to gain the voice of authority to remove outside 
invader's broadcasting and presence and then to transform the stories that 
continued our false identity. From that new place of Sovereignty, you create a 
specific White Light Field based on any Reality Statement that you choose. This 
White Light field calls in specific beings, information, support from the Greater 
Field of Home to help you accomplish your experience.

I come from Magnificence and I am Beyond Enough

What to do?
Exactly what you are doing…. learn more, think outside of conventional 
boxes, try new ideas, gather tools 
• Plans, ideas have no existence until they are in an existence system, put 

your assignments into a day-timer/calendar, etc.
• Reality Statements

• This day I place myself into the Magnificence of the White Light Field of 
my Home which dissolves what seems impossible and opens doors where 
there were none.

• The qualities of my Spiritual Teachers and Guides are _________.
• I am safe as I expand into 100% of my divine presence.
• As a Female, I am safe, encircled with other females of authority as we 

expand our divine gifts into our world.
• Continue your awareness of the thoughts, feelings, actions that are contrary to 

the qualities of Magnificence/Good
• Continue with the TAG Daily Protocol on the new Reality Shift you created 

during class.


